Alternative proteins
The shift in global diet from rice to meat brings new sources of protein including
lab-grown manufactured meats and high protein vegetable combinations.
One of the common challenges with rising economic
growth is that of increased resource consumption.
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once people have more money available, one of the
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Whether this involves an incremental shift to higher
quality or more tasty foods or a more fundamental
shift from, say, a rice-based diet to one with more
meat, the well-recognised global impact of increased
wealth is a higher calorie and, ideally, higher protein
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energy ladder, so they also climb the calorie and
protein ladders.The more money we have, the more
or better foods we eat and this is pretty well a linear
relationship until the point when enough is enough.
Wrap all this together with an increasing population
and steadily rising economic growth worldwide
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demand. The big issue here is that complete protein
commodities are becoming increasingly scarce and
alternative sources will be required.
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is relatively rare but can still be found in the poorest
communities where poor diets are the most
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cannot be stored in the body so over-consumption
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Considering the number of people on the planet, the
rise of many up the protein ladder and the availability
of protein, the problem we face is that we are fast
running out of natural sources.Yes, we could all farm
and eat more meat but the environmental impact
of that in terms of land use, water consumption and
carbon emissions, to name just the obvious ones, is
unsustainable. Food security is an increasing issue
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nations are now developing food supply strategies
that will secure supplies in times of scarcity or higher
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civil unrest in a number of countries, including Yemen,
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the growing protein demand without resorting to
protectionist behaviours that lead to hoarding of
supplies, we need alternative sources.
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The problem is that more and more of
us want to eat meat and less of us are
prepared to be vegetarian, even just for
a day a week.
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beans, whole grains and nuts are all good options
because animal protein and vegetable protein have
the same effects on health.The problem is that more
and more of us want to eat meat and less of us
are prepared to be vegetarian, even just for a day
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a staple diet for animals, is rapidly getting out of
balance with supply. China already buys more than
half of globally traded soybeans and, according to
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HIGPMRMRK 3ZIV½WLMRKLEWHITPIXIHKPSFEPWXSGOWXS
such an extent that we can no longer rely on this
resource and the world will have to ‘turn increasingly
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if it is to meet future food needs without ruining
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The fact is, we need other alternatives and the main
focus is on manufacturing proteins. As highlighted by
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of food: ‘The development of non-meat, high-protein
foods as meat alternatives or acceptable protein
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The most progress in this area to date has been
in the Netherlands where in vitro meat production
is already occurring – albeit in a lab. ‘In vitro meat,
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from a sample piece of real meat and proteins are
applied to help these grow into large portions of
meat. There are a couple of different approaches
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engineering and the greatest success has been seen
in the Netherlands where a matrix of collagen is
seeded with the muscle cells which are then bathed
in a nutrient solution and induced to divide and
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government funding, grew meat in the laboratory
using cells from a live pig and they are now also
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some fear such lab-based products, in reality they
could be just as tasty as natural meats and may even
be healthier by virtue of having a lower fat content.
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technology improvements, in vitro meat would
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but with the advantage that only the bits that we
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horizon.
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the planet, many of whom will be higher consumers
of meat, we can clearly see that natural proteins
will more expensive. The possibility that lab-grown
meat protein will be commonplace is increasingly
supported by world experts. However, there
are a couple of other options that should also be
considered.
First, and highest on the agenda of many organisations
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consumption behaviour and become part-time
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us some breathing space before alternatives – such
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are even advocating the rationing or premium pricing

The development of non-meat, highprotein foods as meat alternatives
or acceptable vegetable protein
alternatives could help us more
IJ½GMIRXP]QIIXXLIMRGVIEWMRK[SVPH
protein demand.
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taxes on meat.
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option of simply creating designer food sources.
Now that Craig Venter and his colleagues at
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have successfully created a synthetic bacteria cell,
the potential opportunities are endless. While the
initial focus is on moving on from simple bacteria to
creating algae that can play a major role in the bio-fuel
arena, plants and animals are also possible avenues
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ones is therefore increasingly moving from the world
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